SUMMARY
“Behind every successful fortune; there
is crime.” - Mario Puzo, The Godfather

In recent years we have become
culturally enthralled by antiheroes,
who have been engaged in epic ratings
battles with superheroes for our box
office, box set, and set box attentions.
Award-winning TV series like Mad Men,
Breaking Bad, The Sopranos, Orange
is the New Black, Homeland and Game
of Thrones are all linked by likeable
principal protagonists who exhibit
flawed, immoral behaviours.
In a world where bad is the new good,
what better time to take an immersive
look at some of the more sinister
characters in the animal kingdom? In
Nature’s Scoundrels we will explore an
eclectic variety of wild thieves, cheats,
scoundrels and murderers.
In this four part series we will travel
the globe in search of nature’s
underworld, from pickpocketing
macaques, slave-making ants and
mafia cowbirds, to alcohol thieving
vervet monkeys and blackmailing
sea otters. These stories will shock,
revolt, amuse and amaze, but most of
all they will narrow the gap between

humankind and our animal cousins. As
we apply morality usually reserved for
our own species to these behaviours,
we will see how human nature is
inescapably animalistic.
The series will be presented and
narrated by an actor notorious for
his association with the ‘pulp fiction’
of American crime dramas, and
sequences will display all the flair, fun,
shock and awe of the very best of crime
entertainment. Ultimately the series
will question whether morality even
exists in the natural world. Do social
animals get punished for operating
outside of the acceptable and carefully
balanced boundaries of herds and
swarms? By studying these unique
wildlife stories, we will challenge
audiences into thinking more about
our own complex behaviours and the
boundaries we have created to manage
our most basic animal instincts. The
most successful wildlife programmes
don’t just show us what animals do;
they teach and reinforce the viewer
about their own experiences on Earth.

FO R M AT

The series will be spread across
four hour-long episodes each
distinguished by a different category
of crime: Gangsters; Thieves and
Fraudsters; Kidnappers and Rapists;
and Murderers. Filmed in 4K with the
highest production values associated
with premium natural history
programming and embracing the very
latest camera technology, we aim to
capture these criminal behaviours
from a completely new perspective.
Each episode’s bold style will reflect
its principal theme, drawing heavily
from film noir and crime films in the
construction of its sequences. The
design of this document is a suggestion
of how bold the composition could be;
rich with black and white, noir, terror,
and suspense – the exact directorial
approach will be determined following
close discussions with broadcasters
and co-producers.
Casting an actor known for his roles in
some of the best crime drama series
(The Wire, Breaking Bad, The Sopranos)
our presenter will front segments

against some of Hollywood’s most
famous backdrops; walking along
Atlantic City’s iconic boardwalk, in a
car driving along Mulholland Drive,
or in a jail cell reminiscent of The
Shawshank Redemption. Borrowing
from such heavily stylised films as
Sin City, Pulp Fiction and Goodfellas,
our camera sequences will sparkle
with the attitude of such unforgettable
movies.

EPISODE ONE

ORGANISED
CRIME
“You need more than guts to be a good
gangster. You need ideas.”
- Buscapé, City of God

MAFIA, PIRATES
AND GANG CULTURE

Hollywood’s rich tradition of crime entertainment often reminds us that the world is
ultimately cruel. You have to fight to survive, you have to be innovative to win and you have
to keep your friends close, but your enemies closer. Being a part of a gang, using violence
and taking back what is yours is frequently rewarded. Family is everything.

Nature’s gangsters are all fighting to survive

HYENAS IN THE HOOD HARAR, ETHIOPIA
Street-Gang Violence

The people of the walled city of Harar
in Ethiopia have a very different view of
hyenas to the rest of the world. Here
they live together, each benefitting the
other. The men who feed the skulking
hyena warriors are favourites of the
tourists, and the town feels safe
knowing that the hyenas are well fed
and unlikely to attack. They even have
holes in their city walls to allow the
hyenas to come and go as they please.
In return the hyenas have a constant
supply of food, and are free from
persecution.
In the shadows of the city several pairs
of eyes stare out of the darkness.
Tension hangs in the air, fragile as a
taut thread ready to snap. Low groans
curl through the streets, and the
sensation of being watched intensifies.
A whoop and cackle breaks the
silence, and suddenly a hunched and
gangly figure launches itself towards
the enemy, backed up by six of its
comrades. Crossing the invisible line
that separates the two rival gangs,
the attacker pauses, waiting for the
moment when the enemy chooses to
retaliate or retreat.

Several hyena clans battle over the city
- but there are two that dominate over
all others. On one side are the Sofis
who have long held the city as their
own. On the other are the Abokers.
The attacks from the Abokers have
been rising, and slowly they have been
driving the Sofi clan out. There is no
end to the struggle, only a constant
battle to keep control.
Away from the city walls, the Sofi clan
faces its own internal turmoil. The
Alpha female Koti has recently given
birth, but this is no peaceful nursery.
Whilst shielded from the battles of the
adults, these pups are waging their
own war. There is only one way to earn
the rank of their mother, and that is to
be the sole surviving female. Fighting
begins from birth, and it is often to the
death.
As the families erupt into open warfare
there are casualties on both sides.
Unravelling the mysteries of what it
means to be in a gang, we delve into
the lives of the ruling clans of Harar.

MAFIA BIRDS OF NEW JERSEY
Organised Mob Crime

The New Jersey Meadowlands are
the favoured swamps of the mafia to
secretly dispose of dead bodies. It also
happens to be one of the best places
to spot a surprising Don of the animal
world… the brown-headed cowbird.
The cowbird spends days searching
for the right nest. Only the best will
do. She spies on the yellow warblers
carefully, assessing how long the
parents spend building, how much
the male bird sings, defending his
patch from rival males. The pair she
is currently watching are doing well –
they’ve put a lot of effort into their nest,
and he seems to be a good protector.
Making her final choice, the brownheaded cowbird chooses her moment
– the eggs of her host have been laid
and the nest is unoccupied. It takes
just a minute to lay her precious cargo
before she disappears unseen. But this
isn’t a finished job, and she continues
to watch and wait, ensuring the safety
of her egg.

When the female warbler returns she
suspects something is wrong. She
takes a closer look at the invaders egg
– she knows it doesn’t belong. Pushing
the egg out of her nest she settles back
down – she barely has enough energy
to raise her own chicks, let alone any
to spare for a stranger.
The cowbird retaliates with vengeance.
In a mafia-style attack she destroys
the rest of the eggs in the nest - if they
won’t raise her chick, she won’t let
them raise their own. With the entire
nest destroyed she leaves for the
warblers to discover the damage.
The host birds must start over.
Rebuilding and re-laying their eggs
takes time and energy – but every bone
in their body tells them they must start
again. And when the cowbird returns
and lays her egg again, it is clear they
have learnt a hard lesson, and settle on
the nest to rear the over-sized chick as
if their own.

VERVETS OF THE CARIBBEAN
Rioting

In the dead of night thieving hands
make light of months of hard work.
Potatoes are pulled from the ground,
sugar cane chewed to a pulp… a
security light flicks on and a farmer
yells out into the night. The monkeys
scatter, but not before the damage is
already done. An entire season of crops
destroyed in just one night.
The following morning sees the troop
patrolling the streets – they walk
brazenly through the busy town,
launching attacks on any unsuspecting
tourists carrying food. This is their
patch, and they take whatever they
want. Heading for their favourite spot,
they are on the hunt for a treat.
St Kitts beach is paradise – white sand,
blue surf and hot sun beating down.
Across the beach, sunbathers are
scattered, relaxing in the afternoon
heat. But as they sleep the monkeys
quietly make their way out of the
surrounding forest. They appear a little
nervous, unsure of what retribution
they might meet.

The reward however is too sweet, and
soon the beach is the scene of a riot.
The prize - an alcoholic drink. These
vervets will do anything for a sip of
rum, and it’s not long before the once
peaceful beach is full of drunk and
disorderly monkeys!

BAD BOYS OF THE
FALKLAND ISLANDS
Juvenile Delinquents

On the rocky outcrops of the Falkland
Islands, the deafening sound of
thousands of seabirds echoes through
the air. For the past month, a pair of
rock hopper penguins have valiantly
protected their nest, and their hard
work is finally paying off. A small
chirping sound gives away their secret
– a tiny chick appears from under its
father’s protective caress.
Suddenly a large shape swoops down:
a young striated caracara — otherwise
known as Johnny Rook — thief,
pillager, flying devil. He takes aim at
the nest, ready to steal their newly
hatched chick. But the penguins fight
back – they haven’t done all this work
to see their chick taken at the first
moment. The attacker retreats – they
have protected it this time…
The penguins barely have a moment
to check no damage has been done
before a huge group of fifty caracaras
descend on the site.

All around them it’s carnage. Eggs
breaking, chicks being pulled from
their parents, the raucous cries of the
caracaras piercing through the colony.
In the confusion, the rock hopper’s
chick is pulled from the nest. It doesn’t
stand a chance against the gang.
For the juvenile caracaras however,
this is survival. Banished from their
parents territories, pushed from the
best feeding grounds, their chances of
making it to adulthood are slim – only
one in twenty striated caracara grow
to hold their own territories and breed.
By forming gangs their chances of
survival are improved – even if they are
considered the juvenile delinquents of
the Falkland Islands.

GANGS OF SHARK BAY
Gang Culture

Speeding through the ocean at twenty
miles per hour, a brigand of eight male
dolphins is on a high-speed chase.
With small regard for anything around
them, they speed through the ocean,
eyes on the prize ahead.
This band of male bottlenose dolphins
are part of an alliance, brothers in
arms and the most dominant of Shark
Bay. But another gang has arrived,
guarding a hareem of young fertile
females - a prize worth fighting for. As
they approach the rivals the tension
sharpens - this is not the usual friendly
encounter expected in dolphins… this
is nature in its rawest form.
When the two gangs meet, the attack is
vicious; biting and bashing each other
it’s not long before the water is filled
with blood. In a confusing swirl of up
to twenty dolphins, it’s unclear which
side is winning or losing. One dolphin
forces himself onto another male in an
act of violent sexual abuse, distracting
attention long enough for the others to
herd the females away.

But the females aren’t so easily won
and try to get away from the gang of
males. As they make their escape the
males bite, hit and charge at them to
ensure they stay with the group. It is
through strength and violence that the
dolphin gang of Shark Bay take what
they want.

EPISODE TWO

THE USUAL
SUSPECTS
“There are two kinds of thieves in this
world: the ones who steal to enrich their
lives, and those who steal to define their
lives.”
- John Bridger, The Italian Job

THIEVES, FRAUDSTERS
AND OPPORTUNISTS

It’s the opportunists that make it in this world - thieving, lying and cheating is the fastest
track to success. In the natural world there are those that take what they need, but there
are also those who just take what they want.

It’s not always about survival.

SCORPION FLY –
UK
Fraud / Theft

The scorpion fly is a devious creature.
Named for its scorpion-like tail used
in courtship displays, it certainly looks
the part of the evil genius. But the tail
isn’t the only way for a male to attract
a mate; he must also gift her with an
item of food, which prevents her from
eating him once the deed is done.
Many forego the strenuous task of
having to hunt down this food by
stealing prey from spiders’ webs, or
swiping from another would-be suitor.
But the most cunning scorpion flies
have another trick up their sleeve – by
pretending to be females they accept
the gift from the males that attempt
to mate with them, before making an
escape to mate with a female as she
enjoys his gift of stolen food.

CHINSTRAP PENGUINS –
DECEPTION ISLAND, SHETLAND
Larceny

Living on ‘Deception Island’ it would
be foolish to expect anything less
than liars and thieves – the chinstrap
penguins living here are doing their
best to live up to the name.
The penguins build nests out of rocks
surrounding their breeding grounds,
but good rocks can be hard to come
by. Instead many penguins resort to a
life of crime. As their more honourable
neighbours leave to search for stones,
the criminal penguins swipe the best
pick from next door’s nest, leaving the
honest neighbours confused about
the diminishing size of their nest. But
these thieves often they get a taste of
their own medicine - the moment their
back is turned their own nest could
well be a target.

MACAQUES –
ULUWATU TEMPLE, BALI
Pickpocketing

There are those that steal for survival,
but some simply for the fun of the
chase. You might be weary enough to
keep your bag close and away from
pickpockets when visiting an unknown
city, but for tourists hoping to watch
the famous ‘Kecak Monkey Dance’
at Uluwatu Temple they have to keep
watch for a very different kind of thief.
Balinese Macaques are highly skilled
when it comes to pickpocketing.
Jewellery, sunglasses and even
iPhones are top loot for these
marauding monkeys - no one is safe.

MAGNIFICENT FRIGATEBIRD –
CARIBBEAN
Piracy

The Frigatebird is by all means a
stunning creature. The males are
endowed with a distinctive red gular
pouch that they inflate during the
breeding season to attract females,
and their elegant courtship display is a
wonder of our natural world.
But these birds are secretly the true
‘Pirates of the Caribbean’ and they’ll
go to extreme lengths to pillage their
reward. Known as kleptoparasites they
launch attacks on unsuspecting birds,
pulling feathers, scratching and pecking
until the victim relinquishes its meal –
whether whole or regurgitated.

MARGAY –
AMAZONIAN RAINFOREST, BRAZIL
Fraud

Margays are curious creatures – unlike
most felines they are so well adapted
to trees that they rarely come to the
ground. With ankles that can rotate
180 degrees they can climb straight
up and down trees with an unlikely
agility. Their dappled fur mimics the
forest habitat, making them well
camouflaged within the trees.
But they also mimic in another unusual
way, first observed by scientists in
2010 (although long observed by
Amazonian Tribesmen). These animal
fraudsters have an incredible vocal
range, and will mimic the sounds of
baby tamarins (and other prey species)
to entice in worried adults. Once close
they can launch an easy attack on their
unsuspecting victims.

BROWN BEAR –
USA
Theft

Living in close quarters with bears
is never going to be easy. In the USA
bears, ever the opportunists, will go to
great lengths get food – especially in
times of food scarcity.
Turning to a life of crime, brown bears
have been learning to break and enter
into people’s homes in search of rich
and fatty foods, with mothers even
training their cubs to search the best
thieving grounds, much as they would
show them the best places to forage in
the woods. Being a thief is no problem
when you weigh 110 kg, and with no
doubt of a tasty reward it’s certainly
worth taking a risk.

ALLIGATOR SNAPPING TURTLE –
FLORIDA
Cheating

Not only are alligator snapping turtles
one of the heaviest freshwater turtles
in the world, but they are also one of
the biggest con artists - rivalling that
of Leonardo DiCaprio in Catch Me If You
Can. Instead of using copious amounts
of energy hunting, these opportunist
prefer to take a more laid back
approach. By waggling their small pink
tongue, which looks unerringly like a
worm writhing around, they lure their
prey directly into their mouths. After
all, it’s the easy life that matters.

EPISODE THREE

TA K E N
“Power belongs to those that take
it. Nothing to do with their hard
work, strong ambitions or rightful
qualifications. No, the actual will to take
is often the only thing that’s necessary.”
- Tyrell Wellick, Mr Robot

RAPE, SLAVERY
AND EXTORTION

In Hollywood, violence is the ultimate power - by using force you can get anything you
want. Kidnap, rape and extortion are tools to dominate. In the natural world this can be the
difference between ruling and being ruled…

and that can be the difference between life and death.

SEA OTTERS CALIFORNIA
Blackmail

Sea otters might appear cute and
cuddly, holding hands as they sleep to
avoid floating away from one another.
But they also have an extremely dark
side.
Our natural instinct is all about making
life easier for ourselves, and why do
the hard work when someone else can
do it for you? In a cruel act of bribery
male sea otters (and sometimes
female) will take young kits hostage
from their mothers, forcing them to
relinquish their food in return for the
safety of their young. The kit is only
returned once the exchange has taken
place.

HAMADRYAS BABOONS –
HORN OF AFRICA/ ARABIAN PENINSULA
Kidnap

If the act of the otters seems bad, the
Hamadryas baboons are worse. In order
to build up their all-important harems,
older males kidnap young female
baboons well before they are ready to
mate, and maintain tight control over
them through threat and intimidation.
If the young baboon doesn’t respond to
his threats he will proceed to bite her on
the back of the neck in a threat of injury.
By repeating this behaviour hundreds of
times he can lay claim to a female even
years before she is sexually mature.

SLAVE MAKING ANTS –
LAKE TAHOE, SIERRA NEVADA
MOUNTAINS, CALIFORNIA
Slavery

Kidnapping doesn’t stop at the
mammal kingdom – in the insect world
it is Polyergus Breviceps, or slavemaking ants, that use kidnap to their
own gain.
By raiding other ant colonies and
stealing the larvae they hatch and raise
the young to do all their work for them.
They have become so reliant on their
slaves that they are even unable to
feed themselves, unless it is handed to
them directly by a slave.

CORDYCEPS FUNGUS (AEGERITELLA) –
LAKE TAHOE, SIERRA NEVADA
MOUNTAINS, CALIFORNIA
Zombiism

However, sometimes slave making ants
get a taste of their own medicine when
they become infected with Cordyceps
Fungus, often passed on from their
kidnapped slaves.
When ants become infected they
become ‘Zombie-like’ - slaves to their
own masters. The fungus forces them to
climb up the stalk of a tree where it can
take 3-4 days to die as the it grows out
of their head, before releasing spores
ready to infect more of the colony.
There are over 400 species of
Cordyceps, each infecting its own
species of insect.

FUR SEALS –
ANTARCTIC
Sexual harassment

A creature that takes full advantage of
his strength and power is the Antarctic
fur seal. In an act that has shocked
researchers and the public alike, male
fur seals have begun capturing and
what can only be described as ‘raping’
their neighbours, the king penguin.
The unusual behaviour was first
witnessed in 2006, and has been
seen more and more regularly in the
subsequent years. It is believed that
the seals are learning the behaviour
from one another, and that they are
juvenile males who cannot win females
of their own species, relieving their
sexual frustrations on the nearest
living creature.

EPISODE FOUR

N AT U R A L B O R N
KILLERS
“It’s just murder. All God’s creatures do
it. You look in the forests and you see
species killing other species, our species
killing all species including the forests,
and we just call it industry, not murder.”
- Mickey, Natural Born Killers

MURDER AND
OTHER VIOLENT CRIMES

Taking the life of another is perhaps the worst crime you can commit. In the wild it is eat
or be eaten, but what does it mean to kill another of your own species?

Is it murder, or just plain survival?

HOUSE SPARROW –
VARIOUS LOCATIONS
Cold-blooded Revenge

It is the ‘Fatal Attraction’ of the natural
world. The life of the female house
sparrow is a somewhat unfair one –
faithful to their mates, all they ask in
return is help to rear and raise their
young. But some male sparrows are
polygamous, mating with more than
one female in a season. They seek all
the joy of two females, but will only
commit to one in the end.
Usually choosing the female that
hatches her eggs first, the other is
left to rear the chicks alone. But these
scorned females have started kicking
back, killing the young of the chosen
bird and winning the time and efforts of
the father of her chicks in return.

MEERKATS –
MAKAGKADI PAN, BOTSWANA
Infanticide

When it comes to killing in the natural
world its easy to think of the big
ferocious animals like lions and tigers…
but there is another killer that comes
in the unexpected form of an extremely
cute and seemingly harmless...
meerkat.
Known best for their adorable sunworshiping stance and close family
bonds, these little creatures have a
rather surprising dark side. Living in
large family groups, only the alpha male
and alpha female are allowed to breed,
and the rest of the troop are expected to
work together to help raise the young.
But accidents happen... and when a
subordinate female gives birth, the
alpha female will ruthlessly push the
guilty mother aside and murder the
defenceless kits, thus ensuring the
family’s attention remains with her own
offspring.

ELEONORA’S FALCON –
MOROCCO
Torture

The Eleonora’s falcon may look like any
other falcon, but in 2014 researchers
noticed something unusual about its
feeding habits… unlike any other raptor
known. Instead of simply eating its prey
as it captures it, the Eleonora’s falcon
pulls out the flight feathers of small
birds, or traps it inside a tight cavity
where it cannot move its wings or legs
to store, alive, to eat another day.
Scientists have not yet pinned down
how long birds are kept in this
condition, but think it may be for
several days.

CHIMPANZEES –
GOMBE
Cannibalism

When we look into the eyes of a
chimpanzee, we see ourselves reflected
back. Which is why when we see the
brutal nature of chimpanzee life, we are
shocked and appalled.
After fifty years of studying
chimpanzees, Jane Goodall made some
remarkable discoveries, including
witnessing a four-year war between two
groups of chimps in which they fought
for dominance. But she also witnessed
something far more gruesome.
Chimpanzees commit cannibalism –
killing and eating infants of their own
species — a crime that would shock
even the hardiest of criminals in the
human world.

CONCLUSION

Through telling these stories of
criminal activity in the natural world,
Nature’s Scoundrels forces the
audience to answer some challenging
questions. Does killing for killing’s
sake serve any purpose? If those
animals that posses the ultimate
power to inflict their will on the weak
are born with an off-switch, are some
therefore born without one? Is what we
see in those animals bad - or in some
cases even evil? Or only so if framed
against human experience? Do animals
exhibit altruism, retribution or even
forgiveness?
By studying such complex behaviours
in the animal kingdom we can also
reveal much about ourselves - who we
are, why we do things, and the extent
to which we connect to our bestial
past. Perhaps the only way to clearly
understand ourselves is to look beyond
our own kind and admit, with a sense
of pride and deep humility, that we are
cut from the same fabric as all life on
Earth.

LEANDER WARD - SERIES PRODUCER

TEAM

Leander co-directed, produced and
filmed The Crimson Wing, a visually
stunning look at life and death for the
flamingos of Tanzania’s Lake Natron.
As the 2009 premiere release of the
new documentary feature strand,
Disneynature, it garnered glowing
press reviews and collected numerous
awards. With 20 years experience
on productions for Disney, National
Geographic, and the BBC, Leander’s
creative choices with a camera, in
the editing room, or in a music studio
recording a score, demonstrate a
distinctive personal sense of drama
and appeal. Leander graduated
from the USC School of Cinematic
Arts (1994) and makes his home in
Somerset, England with his wife Laura
and daughters Leyla and Alana.

C O R P O R AT E

Founded by Leander Ward in early
2010, Wayfarer Media Ltd is a new type
of production company specialising
in creative factual entertainment
that produces soulful, stylised films
that are visually stunning and aurally
engaging. Wayfarer Media exists to
test technological boundaries but
not be bound by technology and find
innovative, exciting ways to attract
audiences by reaching them on their
familiar platforms or creating new
venues where they can enjoy a dynamic
range of content.
Wayfarer Media’s collaborative ethos
has been designed to keep talent
working through the traditional cycles
of content creation, continually honing
their skills and using their creativity
to find new ways to reach an audience
with a message.
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